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In Long and Winding Roads: The Evolving Artistry of the Beatles, Kenneth Womack brings the
band's story vividly to life-from their salad days as a Liverpool Skiffle group and their
apprenticeship in the nightclubs and mean streets of Hamburg through their early triumphs at
the legendary Cavern Club and the massive onslaught of Beatlemania itself. By mapping the
group's development as an artistic fusion, Womack traces the Beatles' creative arc from their
first, primitive recordings through Abbey Road and the twilight of their career.In order to
communicate the nature and power of the band's remarkable achievement, Womack examines
the Beatles' body of work as an evolving art object. He investigates the origins and creation of
the group's compositions, as well as the songwriting and recording practices that brought them
to fruition. Womack's analysis of the Beatles' albums transports readers on a journey through the
Beatles' heyday as recording artists between 1962 and 1969, when the band enjoyed a
staggering musical and lyrical leap that took them from their first album Please Please Me,
which they recorded in the space of a single day, to Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, the
White Album, and Abbey Road-albums that collectively required literally thousands of hours to
produce. In addition to considering the band's increasing self-consciousness about the overall
production, design, and presentation of their art, Womack explores the Beatles' albums as a
collection of musical and lyrical impressions that finds them working towards a sense of
aesthetic unity. In Long and Winding Roads, Womack reveals the ways in which the Beatles
gave life to a musical synthesis that would change the world.

Mention in The Bookseller (The Bookseller)Mention in Memphis Flyer (Leonard Gill)"Any music
library strong in Beatles surveys and references will welcome Long and Winding Road: The
Evolving Artistry of The Beatles, which takes quite a different approach than most biographical
focuses. The one maps the group's evolutionary trends from their first recordings to the height —
and then fall — of their career. The Beatles' body of songs — not their lives — are considered on
an analysis which does include some biography, but doesn't make this the focal point. The result
is more well-rounded than most Beatles coverage with an emphasis on music over inspirational
influences." —James A. Cox, The Midwest Book Review, February 2008 (James A. Cox)"Good
on recognizing precursors to Beatles' songs, Womack does a fine job of bringing out the group's
accelerated aesthetic development." —CHOICE (B. Diemert)"Womack does a fine job of
bringing out the group's accelerated aesthetic development."-Choice, 2008Mention in The
Bookseller (Sanford Lakoff)Mention in Memphis Flyer (Sanford Lakoff)"Any music library strong
in Beatles surveys and references will welcome Long and Winding Road: The Evolving Artistry
of The Beatles, which takes quite a different approach than most biographical focuses. The one
maps the group's evolutionary trends from their first recordings to the height – and then fall – of



their career. The Beatles' body of songs – not their lives – are considered on an analysis which
does include some biography, but doesn't make this the focal point. The result is more well-
rounded than most Beatles coverage with an emphasis on music over inspirational influences."
—James A. Cox, The Midwest Book Review, February 2008 (Sanford Lakoff)“Good on
recognizing precursors to Beatles’ songs, Womack does a fine job of bringing out the group’s
accelerated aesthetic development.” –CHOICE (Sanford Lakoff)About the AuthorKenneth
Womack is Professor of English and Head of the Division of Arts and Humanities at Penn State
University's Altoona College.
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Jeff Walker, “Best Beatles bio around. If you're going to read only one Beatles bio, I recommend
that this be it. Why? Because author Kenneth Womack focuses on what was most important in
the Beatles' career--their music. It always amazes me how little attention most Beatles
biographers pay to the actual songs. Without them we wouldn't be reading any Beatles bios at
all.For me, the best part of the book is the unique treatment he extends to the `Get Back'
sessions that became represented by the `Let It Be'' album and film. He is the only music writer
I;ve encountered who gives these sessions two big `thumbs up'. Unaccountably though, at the
very end of the book he harkens back to their rooftop concert and says that there they "make
one last play for greatness after a month of soul-destroying misery." He does rightly characterize
the concert as "a final, breathtaking performance for the ages," but the tarring of the sessions
before and after as a soul-destroying misery is absolutely false, as the bulk of his account attests
to. (Only one book fully credits the Beatles for the magnificent music they made and recorded
that January, only to have it so inadequately distilled on the `Let It Be' album.) Womack's other
sin re. these sessions is to praise--yes, actually praise!--the grotesquely-Spectorized version of
`The Long and Winding Road' that emerged, appropriately enough, on April 1, 1970. You have to
look elsewhere for how a definitive version of this would-be masterpiece can be restored by
combining the two best recordings available.There are other mistakes in the book as well, such
as Womack's perpetuation of the Allan Williams canard that Stu Sutcliffe was kicked in the head
after a show at Litherland Hall and that this caused his death. But they're hardly worth
mentioning. Far more important is that Womack has given fans a well-written medium-length
biography that tells the Beatles' story with their songs front and centre rather than on a back
burner.”

Jayne Err, “An Essential Book About The Beatles. As a somewhat obsessive fan of the Fab Four,
I've read dozens of books about them. Books about their public personas and private lives,
about how some of their songs came to be written and experiences they shared as a group of
young men in one of the most exciting periods of rock history. But aside from George Martin's
slim journal about the making of the "Sgt. Pepper's" album, I'd never read one about their
'evolving artistry' as author Kenneth Womack succinctly puts it. The focus of this book is clearly
that- from song structure and content to gaining more artistic control of how the songs were
sequenced on their later albums and the cover artwork that accompanied them as well as which
directions their music would take. Copiously footnoted and lovingly detailed, "Long and Winding
Roads" is a must-have for longtime fans and folks that are just discovering the magic of the
Beatles' music.”

Michael, “Detailed look at the Beatles recording years. Much like the book "A Day in the Life,"
this one details all the songs, recording sessions and goings-on behind the scenes of the



Beatles' studio career. Unlike "A Day in the Life," this book was able to make use of the
Anthology interviews, and other tidbits that have surfaced the past 12 years. It is very interesting
and doesn't fail to hold your attention throughout, all while reinforcing many things you already
know about the Beatles' recording sessions, as well as giving you new insight into many
songs.Much like Abe Lincoln material, Beatle books are ubiquitous and a dime a dozen. This
one deserves to be on your bookshelf with a few select others.Besides, the picture on the front
cover is cool.”

psufan, “Great read about "the boys!". Bought to complement a workshop I took with the author
of the book. Amazing to take a closer look at the Beatles, how they became a groundbreaking
band, as well as a deeper look into each of them as real people outside of the most famous
band in music history!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 26 people have provided feedback.
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